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Box 1:

Readability (Elementary English reprint), Edgar Dale, published by: National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) and National Conference on Research in English (NCRE), 1949

Readiness for Reading and Related Language Arts (Elementary English reprint), Nila Banton Smith, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1950

Education and the Mass Media of Communication (Elementary English reprint), published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1950

Interpreting Language: An Essential of Understanding, (Elementary English reprint), published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1951

Areas of Research Interest in the Language Arts (Elementary English reprint), Nila Banton Smith, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1952

Child Development in the Language Arts, David H. Russell, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1953

Factors that Influence Language Growth, Dorothea McCarthy, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1953

Interrelationships Among the Language Arts, A. Sterl Artley, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1954

What We Know about High School Reading (English Journal reprint), M. Agnella Gunn, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1957-58

Children's Writing: Research in Composition and Related Skills (Elementary English reprint), Alvina T. Burrows, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1961

Research Methods in the Language Arts (Elementary English reprint), Carlton M. Singleton, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1961

Development of Taste in Literature (Elementary English and English Journal reprint), Nila Banton Smith, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1963

Research on Handwriting and Spelling (Elementary English reprint), Thomas D. Horn, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1966


What We Know about High School Reading, (English Journal reprint), John R. Bormuth, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1969

Research Bases for Oral Language Instruction, (Elementary English reprint), Thomas D. Horn, published by: NCTE and NCRE, 1971

Teacher Effectiveness in Elementary Language Arts: A Progress Report, published by: NCRE and Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), 1974

Help for the Reading Teacher: New Directions in Research, William D. Page, published by: NCRE and ERIC, 1975
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Record Series Number
Help for the Teacher of Written Composition: New Directions in Research, Sara W. Lundsteen, by: NCRE and ERIC, 1976
Composing and Comprehending, Julie M. Jensen, published by: NCRE and ERIC, 1984
Research on Written Composition: New Directions for Teaching, George Hillocks, Jr., published by: NCRE and ERIC, 1986
The Dynamics of Language: Research in Reading and English, James R. Squire, published by: NCRE and ERIC, 1987